Effect of a surgical observership on the perceptions and career choices of preclinical medical students: a mixed-methods study
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Background: Medical students are increasingly choosing nonsurgical specialties; observership programs can address factors influencing them toward surgical careers by allowing preclerkship exposure and mentorship, and correcting misconceptions. The aims of this study were to assess the influence of a peer-led observership program at the Université de Montréal on the career choices of preclinical medical students and to determine the factors associated with a positive observership experience.

Methods: We used a quasi-experimental convergent mixed-methods questionnaire design. From Nov. 19 to Dec. 31, 2018, and Mar. 1 to Apr. 4, 2019, all medical students participating in the observership program were eligible for the study; there were no ineligibility criteria. Using a prospective purposive sampling method, we recruited students via the email sent to confirm their observership. In the week after their observership, we invited the students by email to complete a postintervention survey. We used nonparametric tests to evaluate the impact of the observership on participants' career choices and an inductive data-driven thematic analysis to analyze their responses.

Results: Of the 204 students who participated, 157 provided consent, of whom 85 (54.1%) completed questionnaires both before and after the observership. The majority of participants were interested in a surgical specialty before (72 [85%]) and after (68 [84%]) the observership. There was no significant change in the students' choices of surgical specialties after the observership. However, most (68 [81%]) reported being more interested in a surgical career as a result of the observership, which allowed them to see that the type of practice they considered was congruent with a surgical career. Their perceptions of the field of surgery became positive, particularly regarding its pace and atmosphere and the humanistic patient–doctor relationship it required. The experience was influenced by surgeons' and teams' attitudes toward students, knowledge-sharing and quality of exposure. Participants mentioned that their willingness to participate was in part responsible for the success of their experience.

Conclusion: This observership program allowed an early, positive introduction of students to surgery while challenging stereotypes. It provided a better understanding of surgery, enabling participants to consider this field and potentially influencing their residency application.
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A
n increasing number of residents are choosing nonsurgical specialties, a trend explained mainly by residents’ desire for more control over their lifestyle.1–3 The decreased number of applicants in surgical specialties is leading to a higher number of unfilled positions in the United States.1 This trend can also be observed in Canada, although the number of surgical applicants still outranks the number of positions to be filled, as it occurs in accordance with the diminished number of positions available in surgical specialties.4–6 Data from the Canadian Resident Matching Service (CaRMS) show a reduction in applicants’ ranking surgical residencies as a first choice from 24.7% in 1998, to 17.2% in 2008, to 15.4% in 2018.2,5 Although the decreasing interest in surgical specialties appears less alarming in Canada, this problem should be addressed as early as possible by surgical programs.

Factors identified as influencing students to select surgical careers include personal preferences, such as the importance of lifestyle and income, exposure to a variety of procedures during clerkship and learning in community hospitals.3,7 Three factors that could be addressed by student initiatives have been identified: preclerkship exposure, mentorship and perceptions surrounding the field of surgery.3,7

At our institution, it was believed that a peer-led initiative by the surgery interest group — the Groupe d’intérêt en chirurgie de l’Université de Montréal (GICUM) — could have a positive influence on those factors. The GICUM was founded in 2010 by students and for students to follow surgeons for a day and thus be exposed to many aspects of their practice. The observerships are designed for students to closely observe a surgeon for a work day without being directly involved in patient care, allowing them to be exposed to a variety of medical interventions (depending on the type of exposure selected), as well as the daily routine of their preceptor. We believe this early exposure can be used to promote interest in surgery.

The primary aim of this study was to assess the influence of the observership program offered by the GICUM on the career choices of preclinical medical students. We hypothesized that the first contact with the field is crucial in influencing medical students toward surgical careers. Therefore, the second objective of this study was to determine the factors associated with a positive observership experience.

**Methods**

**Observership program**

The observership program is offered twice a year to preclinical and premedial students. The GICUM contacts every surgeon affiliated with the university’s Department of Surgery by email and asks them to indicate their availability to receive preclinical medical students during 1 or more time slots. Subsequently, preclinical medical students subscribed to the GICUM’s contact list receive an email with an invitation to participate in the observership program. The email contains a link to a dynamic platform allowing them to choose their observership on a first-come, first-served basis. Students are invited to select an observership based on availability, hospital, surgical specialty, type of exposure (outpatient clinic, operating room, on-call day, scope, minor surgery) and duration (half-day or full day). Once the student has selected an observership,
the GICUM contacts them to confirm their observership and connects them with the participating surgeon. The identity of the surgeon is not shared with the student before then to prevent selection bias.

**Study design**

We used a quasi-experimental, before–after, convergent mixed-method questionnaire study design to explore the impact of the observership program (Figure 1). From Nov. 19 to Dec. 31, 2018, and Mar. 1 to Apr. 4, 2019, all medical students participating in the observership program were eligible for the study; there were no ineligibility criteria. Using a prospective purposive sampling method, we recruited students via the email sent to confirm their observership. This communication contained information about the project, a consent form, a unique identifier and a preintervention questionnaire.

In the week after their observership, we invited the students by email to complete a postintervention survey.

**Data collection instruments**

**Quantitative**

The preintervention quantitative survey consisted of 2 sections. The first section (4 items) collected sociodemographic data (sex, age, level of training, prior exposure to an observership), and the second section (1 item) asked about the specialties students were currently interested in through a multiple-choice question. Data on the specialty observed, type of observership, duration, hospital and the assigned surgeon were collected.

The postintervention survey consisted of 3 sections. The first section (4 items) collected the same sociodemographic data as in the preintervention survey. The second section (2 items) collected data on the specialties of current interest through a multiple-choice question and the perceived impact of the observership on students' career choices by means of a semantic differential 5-point scale from 1 (“Refuted my choice for a surgical career”) to 5 (“Confirmed my choice for a surgical career”). The third section (3 items) assessed students’ global appreciation of the observership via a 5-point scale from 1 (“Hated”) to 5 (“Loved”). In addition, yes/no questions were used to evaluate whether the observership had confirmed students' perceptions of the surgical domain and whether they had achieved their personal goals concerning their observership.

**Qualitative**

A prior qualitative pilot study allowed identification of major components that underline the experience of a surgical observership through a thematic analysis of medical
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**Fig. 1.** Quasi-experimental convergent mixed-method design. This design follows Creswell and Plano Clark’s conventions for the drawing of mixed-method design diagrams.
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The Ethics Review Board of the Université de Montréal waived the necessity for ethics approval as this study qualified as a curriculum-evaluation project. We obtained written informed consent from the participants before they completed the survey. Participants were able to withdraw consent at any time by communicating with the research team.

Results

Of the 316 observerships offered, 204 were chosen by students. The surgical specialty and the type of observership influenced the students’ selection (Table 1). Observerships that offered operating room exposure were chosen by a higher proportion of participants, as were cardiac surgery, otolaryngology and pediatric subspecialties.

A total of 157 students provided consent and completed at least 1 survey. Of the 157, 57 answered only the pre-intervention survey and 15 answered only the postintervention survey and were therefore excluded from the analysis. Eighty-five students answered both surveys. The majority of students were female (60 [70%]) and had done a prior surgical observership (58 [68%]) and had done a prior surgical observership (58 [68%]) (Table 2).

There were no differences in the students’ characteristics or the observership chosen according to the number of surveys completed (Table 2). As students who did not answer at least 1 survey did not provide consent, no data on their characteristics were collected.

Impact of observership on choice of surgical career

Quantitative

When asked to list every specialty (medical and surgical) in which they were interested, most students reported having an interest in a surgical specialty before (72 [85%]) and after (68 [80%]) participating in the observership program. Students who had participated in a prior surgical observership were more likely to have a surgical interest both before (54/58 [93.1%]) ($p = 0.002$) and after (51/58 [88%]) ($p = 0.04$) the current observership. Few students changed
their interest after the observership either toward \( (n = 3) \) or away from \( (n = 4) \) a surgical specialty. Four students reported being indecisive after the observership. However, when asked directly what the impact of the observership was on their career choice, most students reported being more interested in a surgical career (41 [48%]) or having their interest in a surgical career confirmed (27 [32%]).

Two students (2%) reported diminished interest, and 14 (16%) reported no impact on interest.

**Qualitative**

Factors taken into consideration by students in deciding on a career were divided into 4 themes: lifestyle, type of practice, skills required and work environment. Students who reported no impact from the observership or diminished interest in a surgical career desired a lifestyle that would allow them to prioritize their family. They discovered that the actions surgery required did not correlate with the practice they were looking for. The observership also allowed them to observe the skills required to progress into a surgical career, which did not correspond to the ones they perceived they possessed, as illustrated by the following quote: “I do not believe I am patient enough” (student 65).

Students who reported increased or confirmed interest in a surgical career after the observership were also concerned with having a balanced lifestyle, although this was not identified as a priority. The type of practice they aspired to was congruent with their perception of a surgical career. The skills required were of minor concern for these students, and, when expressed, they were compatible with those demonstrated by the surgeon.

Factors influencing students’ career choices were also mirrored by their perceptions of the field of surgery. These perceptions were divided into 4 themes: pace, climate, patient–doctor relationship and type of practice. Before the observership, most students expressed negative perceptions of the surgical domain throughout the 4 themes. Students described surgery using depreciative terms, such as “A fast-paced field that requires long hours with little time for breaks” (student 17). Students described the climate using similar language, with the terms “competitive” and “stressful” often being mentioned. Although students had a positive attitude toward the type of practice surgery allowed, especially with its direct impact on patients, most had a negative perception of the patient–doctor relationship.

Sixty-four students (75%) stated that their perceptions of the surgical domain remained unchanged after the observership. This was mirrored by the qualitative analysis of the responses of students who had diminished interest or no change in their interest in a surgical career. However, students who had increased or confirmed interest in a surgical career reported a changed perception of the surgical domain for all the themes. They described a more convenient pace and friendly climate, as illustrated by this quote: “The collegiality and humour I witnessed during my observership allowed me to ease my expectations of the surgical field” (student 49). Students perceived the patient–doctor relationship as meaningful and positive. For example, 1 student was “pleasantly surprised by surgeons’ closeness with their patients. Caring was of the
highest importance to establish a trusting relationship” (student 127). Students retained their positive perception of the type of practice surgery allowed and its concrete impact on the patient. Additional information is available in Appendix 1, Table S1.

**Appreciation of observership**

**Quantitative**
Most students mentioned having enjoyed (24 [28%]) or loved (53 [62%]) their experience; 8 (9%) were neutral. No student reported a negative experience. Most students (80 [94%]) reported having achieved their personal goals. Of the 8 students who were neutral toward their experience, only 2 reported not having achieved their goal in the yes/no question. One of these students mentioned he would have liked to have observed an operation (although he had booked an outpatient clinic day), and the other did not provide an explanation. The remaining 3 students who did not achieve their personal goals for the observership reported having enjoyed (n = 2) or loved (n = 1) their experience.

**Qualitative**
The most frequent objective of participants was intellectual curiosity, defined as learning in the field of surgery for pure personal interest. Students also wanted to learn more about the daily work of a surgeon, defined as the activities, tasks and responsibilities of practising surgeons. Some students mentioned using the observership opportunity to guide their career choice and to learn more about the domain for academic purposes.

Concerns were also expressed regarding the observership experience, with the most frequent being a lack of knowledge and its consequences. One student expressed a potential social repercussion of this fear: “Not to have sufficient knowledge, to look uninformed, not being intelligent enough to be in surgery” (student 17). Students were also concerned with interacting with a surgical team and with the quality of the exposure they would receive. They were also apprehensive about a physical response, such as fainting in the operating room, to situations they would experience. Additional information is available in Appendix 1, Table S2.

A positive experience was characterized by the surgeon’s attitude toward the student and consistent knowledge-sharing. These themes seemed to be related and were not limited to the surgeon: “The teaching done by surgeons and the rest of the team makes all the difference” (student 112). Direct exposure (in observing) and indirect exposure (in receiving appropriate explanations) were important to the students. A successful day also required the team to be welcoming to the student. This enabled students to feel included and accepted. Moreover, students mentioned that their willingness to participate was in part responsible for the success of their experience.

**DISCUSSION**
Overall, a student-led surgical observership lasting 1 day or half a day led to increased interest in a surgical career on the part of most preclinical medical students. This was linked qualitatively with contrasting personal traits and a change of perception of the field of surgery. Most students reported a positive observership experience that also met their objectives. Observerships with operating room exposure as well as those in cardiac surgery, otorhinolaryngology and pediatric subspecialties were more often selected.

Although clinical observerships are commonly organized by medical student associations with the aim of, among other objectives, informing career choices, there is a paucity of literature describing such structured programs in surgery. Early exposure to a specific medical field benefits students in several ways. In addition to influencing academic results positively and enhancing students’ curiosity, preclinical observerships encourage students to choose their career path. Kozar and colleagues showed that vocation choices were shaped above all by observerships in preclinical settings. Importantly, an observership offers medical students the opportunity to explore the daily activities within a practice and to learn from mentors in a field. Hence, preclinical observerships play a pivotal role in career decision-making. The considerable impact of early exposure is particularly relevant currently given the decrease in surgical recruitment across Canada.

In our study, most students reported increased or confirmed interest in a surgical career after their observership, which is consistent with previous studies. However, in line with a study assessing a similar student-led initiative in geriatric medicine, we did not observe a significant change in the students’ choices of surgical specialties after the observership. This outcome was expected given the high proportion of students reporting an interest in surgery before their observerships, which resulted in a plateau effect. Although it has been suggested that a significant change could be detected in a larger study population, we believe that the selection of participants has a greater influence on results. As samples are often composed of participants presenting an interest in the specialty, changes would be more difficult to identify, even in a larger sample.

Our results highlight key differences between students’ reported interest in surgery, their life and career priorities, and their self-perception of their skills. These findings suggest that the impact of observerships on career choices may be somewhat related to factors intrinsic to the students. This is further suggested by the fact that students with increased or confirmed interest in surgery after their observership reported changes in their perceptions, whereas perceptions remained unchanged in students who reported no impact of the observership on their interest in a surgical career or diminished interest. Hence, students with increased interest may be inherently attracted to a
surgical career, and a positive observership experience may act as a trigger toward pursuing a career in this field. Similar results regarding students’ perceptions of surgery were reported by Schmidt and colleagues. As students’ misconceptions regarding surgeons and a career in surgery have a negative influence on their choices, breaking these stereotypes through observership programs may lead students to consider surgical specialties as a possible career choice, which would potentially result in more applications to these residency programs.

Conflicts with class schedules may have played a role in our participants’ selecting observerships with operating room exposure, as well as those in cardiac surgery, otorhinolaryngology and pediatric subspecialities. In this regard, we cannot confirm which type of exposure — operating room, ward or outpatient clinic — was most valuable for students; further study is needed to answer this question. Also, most factors identified by students as contributing to the success of their experience were related to the environment and the surgical team’s attitude. Further study is needed to capture surgeons’ point of view to better understand the factors contributing to a successful observership.

Schmidt and colleagues stressed the indisputable role of a positive mentorship in students’ training. Thus, the combination of students’ and surgeons’ perceptions of observerships and of the features leading to a successful observership may result in enhanced positive results of further observership programs, thus promoting interest in surgery.

Although we did not carry out a formal cost analysis, this student-initiated program thrives on the participation of volunteer students and surgeons. Therefore, our findings suggest that GICUM’s observership program is an efficient and inexpensive vehicle for providing medical students with early, positive exposure to surgery.

**Limitations**

Our sample was small and limited to a single institution, which affects the generalizability of our results. Selection bias might have affected our results given that students who decided to take part in the observership program and those who responded to both the pre- and postintervention surveys may have differed from other students. Although not all students were interested in surgery before the observership, the small number of participants did not allow a stratified analysis. Therefore, we relied on self-identification via a semantic differential scale to identify students who did not have increased interest in a surgical career after the observership to differentiate students.

Most students with surgical exposure before this study obtained it from the GICUM observership program in previous years. Although this limitation undermined our capacity to observe significant differences, it shows the retention capacity of the program. Moreover, given the variety of observerships offered, standardization of exposure was unfeasible. However, the fact that many of our participants chose full-day observerships with operating room exposure mitigates the impact of this heterogeneity.

The minority of participants who did observerships in an outpatient setting, although not exposed to surgical interventions, were able to learn about the perioperative aspects of surgical practice.

Finally, this study addresses students’ current perceptions of the field of surgery and their future career. There is no clear evidence that the GICUM observership program will affect their career choices in the later stages of their studies, as no long-term follow-up questionnaires were completed. Prospective longitudinal studies are required to confirm the impact of observership programs on residency choices.

**Conclusion**

The GICUM observership program is a low-cost, peer-initiated initiative that allowed preclinical medical students to gain a positive introduction to surgery while breaking stereotypes of the surgical field early in the medical curriculum. This experience should provide a better understanding of surgery for students, enabling them to consider this domain and potentially influencing their residency application. Future steps are to evaluate surgeons’ perceptions of observerships and the long-term effect of the program. This information will help build similar curriculums to influence preclinical students positively in their career decision.
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